Photographer

Complete the five steps to earn your Photographer Badge.

1. **Explore the Power of Photography:** Create a photography timeline. Search the history of photography or check out this [website](#). Pick out 10 important moments in photography or moments in history that were impacted by photography. Then pick out 10 photographs in your life that tell your story.

2. **Focus on Composition – Shoot five landscapes:** Capture a “day in the life.” You can photography a day in the life of you, someone in your house, a pet or even the natural world around you. Focus on composition when taking your photographs. For more information and tips for good composition check out this [video](#).

3. **Focus on Light – Shoot Five Portraits or Still Life:** Capture the same person or object from five different perspectives. Play with light and shadows as you photograph. You can also photograph the object at different times of the day. How does it change with the light?

4. **Focus on Motion – Shoot Five Action Shots:** Take photos of a person or object in motion. Try and get some cool action shots or document the stages of movement.

5. **Tell a Story with Photography:** Make a digital album or a photo album that tell a story. It can be a story of one day or even a week or month. You can get creative and make up your own story.

Check out some of my examples in the attached video.